DETAIL NOTES

The drywell barrel section(s) shall be fabricated and installed in accordance with WSDOT standard specifications 7-05 and 9-12.7.

Seepage port orientation varies among manufacturers.

Precast cone section may be eccentric or concentric.

Gravel backfill shall be in accordance with WSDOT standard specification 9-03.12(5). Typical quantity for a single-depth drywell: 15 CY, for a double-depth: 35 CY.

Underground drainage geotextile fabric shall be of moderate survivability, as outlined in WSDOT standard specification 9-33, Class A.

For minor adjustments, concrete brick shall be used. Adjustment sections, brick and frame shall be mortared in place.

Stormwater treatment facilities must precede a drywell, when pollution generating surfaces contribute to the runoff.